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Abstract—The quality of side information plays a key role
in distributed video coding. In this paper, we propose a new
approach that consists in combining global and local motion
compensation at the decoder side. The parameters of the global
motion are estimated at the encoder using Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) features. Those estimated parameters aresent
to the decoder in order to generate a globally motion compen-
sated side information. Conversely, a locally motion compensated
side information is generated at the decoder based on motion-
compensated temporal interpolation of neighboring reference
frames. Moreover, an improved fusion of global and local
side information during the decoding process is achieved using
the partially decoded Wyner-Ziv frame and decoded reference
frames. The proposed technique improves significantly the quality
of the side information, especially for sequences containing high
global motion. Experimental results show that, as far as therate-
distortion performance is concerned, the proposed approach can
achieve a PSNR improvement of up to1.9 dB for a GOP size of
2 and up to 4.65 dB for larger GOP sizes, with respect to the
reference DISCOVER codec.

Index Terms—Distributed Video Coding, Wyner-Ziv Coding,
Side Information Refinement, Global Motion, Local Motion,
Rate-Distortion Performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I N video coding standards like ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T
H.26x, motion estimation and compensation are performed

at the encoder in order to achieve high rate-distortion perfor-
mance, while the decoder can directly use the motion vectors
to decode the sequence. This architecture makes the encoder
much more complex than the decoder [1]. This asymmetry
in complexity is well-suited for applications where the video
sequence is encoded once and decoded many times, such as
broadcasting or video-on-demand streaming systems. How-
ever, some recent applications such as wireless video surveil-
lance, multimedia sensor networks, wireless PC cameras, and
mobile cameras phones require a low complexity encoding,
while possibly affording a high complexity decoding.
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Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a new paradigm in video
communication, which fits well these scenarios since it enables
the exploitation of the similarities among successive frames
at the decoder side, making the encoder less complex. Thus,
the task of motion estimation and compensation is shifted
to the decoder. From information theory, the Slepian-Wolf
theorem for lossless compression [2] states that it is possible
to encode correlated sources (let us call them X and Y)
independently and decode them jointly, while achieving the
same rate bounds which can be attained in the case of joint
encoding and decoding. The Wyner-Ziv (WZ) theorem [3]
extends the Slepian-Wolf one to the case of lossy compression
of X when Side Information (SI) Y is available at the decoder.

Based on these theoretical results, practical implementations
of DVC have been proposed [4], [5]. The European project
DISCOVER [6], [7] came up with one of the most efficient and
popular existing architectures. More specifically, it is based on
transform domain WZ coding. The images of the sequence are
split into two sets of frames, key frames (KFs) and Wyner-
Ziv frames (WZFs). The Group of Pictures (GOP) of size
n is defined as a set of frames consisting of one KF and
n−1 WZFs. The KFs are independently encoded and decoded
using Intra coding techniques such as H.264/AVC Intra mode
or JPEG2000. The WZFs are separately transformed and
quantized, and a systematic channel code is applied to the
resulting coefficients. Only the parity bits are kept, and sent to
the decoder upon request. This can be seen as a Slepian-Wolf
coder applied to the quantized transform coefficients. At the
decoder, the reconstructed reference frames are used to com-
pute the Side Information (SI), which is an estimation of the
WZF being decoded. In order to produce the SI, DISCOVER
uses Motion-Compensated Temporal Interpolation (MCTI) [8].
Finally, a channel decoder uses the parity information to
correct the SI, thus reconstructing the WZF. Straightforwardly,
generating a more accurate SI is very important, since it would
result in a reduced amount of parity information requested by
the decoder through the return channel. At the same time,
the quality of the decoded WZF would be improved during
reconstruction.

In this paper, we propose a new method for enhancing the SI
in transform-domain DVC. This solution consists in combining
global and local SI at the decoder. The global motion parame-
ters are computed at the encoder, while keeping a low encoding
complexity. For a given WZF, feature points of the original
reference frames and of the original WZF are extracted by
carrying out the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)[9]
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Fig. 1. Interpolation steps for a GOP size4.

algorithm. Then, a matching between these feature points is
applied. Next, we need to find the matches which belong to the
global motion in the scene. We propose an efficient algorithm
which consists in eliminating iteratively the false matches due
to local motion, in order to estimate the parameters of a global
motion model between the current WZF and the backward
or forward reference frame. The parameters of the global
model are sent to the decoder in order to generate a SI based
on Global Motion Compensation (GMC), and referred to as
GMC SI. On the other hand, another SI is estimated using
the MCTI technique (local estimation) with spatial motion
smoothing, exactly as in DISCOVER codec [6][7]. This SI
will be called MCTI SI. Then, a fusion of GMC SI and MCTI
SI is performed; it will be referred to as the First Fusion SI
(FFSI).

In addition, we also propose to successively improve the
fusion of GMC SI and MCTI SI, after the decoding of each
DCT band. Starting with the FFSI, the decoder reconstructs a
Partially Decoded Wyner-Ziv Frame (PDWZF) by correcting
the FFSI with the parity bits of the first DCT band. In this
technique, two variations are proposed to enhance the fusion.
The first one consists in improving the fusion after decoding
the first DCT band, using the decoded DC coefficients of the
PDWZF. It is important to note here that this method is very
efficient in terms of computational load. The second method
consists in improving the FFSI using the PDWZF along with
the backward and forward reference frames. This method
consists in re-estimating the false motion vectors obtained by
the MCTI technique, similarly to [10], after the decoding of
each DCT band. Finally, the fusion between GMC SI and
MCTI SI is iterated after each improvement of the PDWZF.

This paper is structured as follows. First, the related workis
introduced in Section 2. The process that generates the GMC
SI frame using the global motion and the fusion technique
of MCTI SI and GMC SI frames are depicted in Section 3.
Moreover, the improvement of the fusion using two different
approaches is illustrated in the same Section 3. Experimental
results are shown in Section 4 in order to evaluate and compare
the RD performance of the proposed approaches. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

A. DISCOVER Architecture

In this section, we briefly present the DISCOVER codec [6],
[7]. First, the input video sequence is divided into WZFs and
KFs. The latter are encoded using H.264/AVC Intra coding.
Figure 1 shows all the necessary interpolations for a GOP of
size4. For example, during the interpolation of WZF F2, the
forward and backward reference frames are the KFs F0 and
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Fig. 2. MCTI technique [8].

F4. For the interpolation of F1, the reference frames are the
KF F0 and the previously decoded WZF F2. This hierarchical
interpolation order has been shown to be optimal for a GOP
of size 4 [11]. The WZF encoding and decoding procedures
are detailed in the following.

• Wyner-Ziv encoder - At the encoder side, the WZF is
first transformed using a4 × 4 integer Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT). The integer DCT coefficients of the
whole WZF are then organized into16 bands. The DC
coefficients are placed in the first band, and the other
coefficients are grouped in the AC bands.
Next, each integer DCT coefficient is uniformly quan-
tized. The quantization step depends only on the band.
The resulting quantized symbols are then split into bit
planes. For a given band, the bits of the same significance
are grouped together in order to form the corresponding
bit plane, which is then independently encoded using a
rate-compatible Low-Density Parity Check Accumulate
(LDPCA) code. The parity information is then stored
in a buffer and progressively sent (upon request) to the
decoder, while the systematic bits are discarded.

• Generation of side information -
In the DISCOVER scheme, the MCTI technique is used
to generate the SI [8] at the decoder side. Figure 2
shows the architecture of the MCTI technique. The frame
interpolation framework is composed of four modules to
obtain high quality SI as follows: Both reference frames
are first low-pass filtered in order to improve the motion
vector reliability, followed by forward motion estimation
between the backward and forward reference frames, bi-
directional motion estimation to refine the motion vectors,
spatial smoothing of motion vectors in order to achieve
higher motion field spatial coherence, and finally bi-
directional motion compensation.

• Wyner-Ziv decoder - A block-based4×4 integer DCT
is carried out over the generated SI in order to obtain the
integer DCT coefficients, which can be seen as a noisy
version of the WZF DCT coefficients. Then, the LDPCA
decoder corrects the bit errors in the DCT transformed SI,
using the parity bits of WZF requested from the encoder
through the feedback channel. To decide whether more
parity bits are needed for the successful decoding, the
convergence is tested by computing the syndrome check
error.

• Reconstruction and inverse transform - The recon-
struction corresponds to the inverse of the quantization
using the SI DCT coefficients and the decoded Wyner-
Ziv DCT coefficients. Leti be the decoded quantization
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index andy the SI DCT coefficient. The reconstruction
step [12] consists in computing the expectationx̂ =
E[x|x ∈ Bi, y], whereBi is the quantization interval
corresponding to the indexi. After that, the inverse4×4
integer DCT transform is carried out, and the entire frame
is restored in the pixel domain.

B. Improved Side Information Generation

The goal in terms of compression is to achieve a coding
efficiency similar to the best available hybrid video coding
schemes. However, DVC has not reached the performance
level of classical inter frame coding yet. This is in part dueto
the quality of the SI, which has a strong impact on the final
Rate-Distortion (RD) performance.

Several works have been proposed in order to enhance the
SI. A solution proposed by Ascensoet al. [13] for pixel
domain DVC uses a motion compensated refinement of the SI
successively after each decoded bit plane, in order to achieve
a better reconstruction of the decoded WZF. In [14], a novel
DVC successive refinement approach is proposed to improve
the motion compensation accuracy and the SI. This approach
is based on the N-Queen sub-sampling pattern.

In VISNET II codec [15], the refinement process of the
SI is carried out after decoding all DCT bands in order
to improve reconstruction [16]. In [10][17], approaches are
proposed for transform-domain DVC based on the successive
refinement of the SI after each decoded DCT band. In [18],
a solution is proposed based on the successive refinement of
the SI using adaptive search area for long duration GOPs in
transform-domain DVC. High-order motion interpolation has
been proposed [19] in order to cope with object motion with
non-zero acceleration. In [20], global motion is estimatedat
the decoder in order to adapt temporal inter-/extrapolation for
SI generation.

Commonly, the SI is generated by applying the MCTI
technique on consecutive reference frames and already re-
constructed WZFs. The quality of the SI is poor in certain
regions of the video scene, like in areas of partial occlusions,

fast motion, etc. In this case, a hash information may be
transmitted to the decoder in order to improve the SI. However,
the encoder needs to determine in advance the regions where
the interpolation at the decoder would fail. In [21][22], hash
information is extracted from the WZF being encoded and sent
only for the macroblocks where the sum of squared differences
between the previous reference frame and the WZF is greater
than a certain threshold.

In [23], the authors proposed a Witsenhausen-Wyner Video
Coding (WWVC) that employs forward motion estimation at
the encoder and sends the motion vectors to the decoder to
generate the SI. This WWVC scheme achieves better perfor-
mance than H.264/AVC in noisy networks and suffers a limited
loss (up to 0.5 dB compared to H.264/AVC) in noiseless
channel. The authors in [24] proposed a novel framework
that integrates the graph-based segmentation and matchingto
generate interview SI in Distributed Multiview Video Coding.

In [25][26][27], the authors presented DVC schemes that
consist in performing the motion estimation both at the en-
coder and decoder. In [25], the authors propose a pixel-domain
DVC scheme, which consists in combining low complexity
bit plane motion estimation at the encoder side, with motion
compensated frame interpolation at the decoder side. Improve-
ments are shown for sequences containing fast and complex
motion. The authors in [26] present a DVC scheme where the
task of motion estimation is performed both at the encoder
and decoder. Results have shown that the cooperation of the
encoder and decoder can reduce the overall computational
complexity while improving coding efficiency. Finally, a DVC
scheme proposed by Dufauxet al. [27] consists in combining
the global and local motion estimations at the encoder. In
this scheme, the motion estimation and compensation are
performed both at the encoder and decoder.

On the contrary, in this paper, the local motion estimation
is only performed in the decoder, while the global motion pa-
rameters are estimated in the encoder using a SIFT algorithm.
It is important to note that the encoding complexity is kept
low. The global parameters are sent to the decoder to estimate
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the GMC SI and the combination between the GMC SI and
MCTI SI is made at the decoder side.

III. PROPOSEDSYSTEM

The block diagram of our proposed codec architecture is
depicted in Figure 3. It is based on the DISCOVER codec
[6][7]. The shaded (green) blocks correspond to the four
new modules introduced in this paper: SIFT feature points
extraction, affine parameters matching, computation of GMC
SI, and fusion of GMC SI and MCTI SI.

At the encoder, global motion parameters are estimated
between the current original WZF and the original reference
frames. First, SIFT feature points are extracted from the
original reference and WZ frames. Second, global motion
parameters are derived from matched feature points. The
technique is described in Subsection A.

At the decoder, the MCTI SI generation is based on block
matching using the decoded reference frames, while the GMC
SI is estimated by applying the global parameters on the
decoded reference frames. Afterwards, the fusion of the two
SI is carried out in order to obtain the FFSI. The fusion step
is described in Subsection B.

Two techniques are then proposed to further improve per-
formance. The improvement of the fusion using the decoded
DC coefficients is described in Subsection C. Finally, the
refinement of the MCTI SI and the fusion during the decoding
process is described in Subsection D.

A. Global Motion Estimation and Compensation

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed GMC
technique. At the encoder side, we extract the feature points
of the two consecutive original reference frames (forward
and backward reference frames) and the feature points of the
original WZF. These feature points are extracted by applying
the SIFT algorithm [9]. Once the feature points are extracted,
we apply the matching between the feature points of the WZF
and the backward (and forward) reference frame in order to
estimate the global motion parameters.

In this paper, several global motion models are analyzed
in order to choose the most suited one for our proposed
method. Three parametric models are considered: translational
motion model (two parameters), affine motion model (six
parameters), and perspective motion model (eight parameters).
The perspective motion model is defined as follows:

{

ui = (a0 + a2xi + a3yi)/(a6xi + a7yi + 1)
vi = (a1 + a4xi + a5yi)/(a6xi + a7yi + 1)

where (a0, a1, ..., a7) are the motion parameters, (xi, yi)
denotes the pixel location in the WZF, and (ui, vi) the
corresponding position in the backward or forward reference
frame. The affine (a6 = a7 = 0) and the translation (a2 =
a5 = 1, a3 = a4 = a6 = a7 = 0) models are particular cases
of the perspective model.

Afterwards, we carry out an efficient algorithm on these
feature matches that estimates the parameters of the model
between the WZF and the backward reference frame. This
algorithm allows us to remove the false matches,i.e., the

Yes
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Fig. 5. Flowchart diagram of the proposed global model parameters
estimation.

matches that exist on individual objects of the scene and
correspond to local motion. The motion parameters between
the WZF and the forward reference frame are estimated in the
same way.

The motion parameters are estimated by minimizing:

E =

N
∑

i=1

f(Ei) (1)

with

f(Ei) =

{

Ei if Ei < T
0 otherwise

whereEi represents the error of feature match numberi,
and N represents the number of the feature matches between
the two frames. In order to increase the robustness to false
feature matches, a thresholdT is defined according to a fixed
percentage, in order to take into account only the most accurate
feature matches. The error of feature match numberi is defined
as:

Ei =

N
∑

i=1

(ui − ri)
2 + (vi − si)

2. (2)

where
{

ri = a0e + a2exi + a3eyi/(a6exi + a7eyi + 1)
si = a1e + a4exi + a5eyi/(a6exi + a7eyi + 1)

(ri, si) are the coordinates in the backward or forward
reference frame, corresponding to the feature point(xi, yi)
in the WZF, according to the actual estimated parameters
(a0e, a1e, ..., a7e).

The flowchart diagram of the proposed algorithm for the
estimation of the global model parameters is depicted in
Figure 5. The two transformsTb and Tf are the motion
models between the original WZF and the backward and
forward original reference frames, respectively. As shownin
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed GMC technique.

Fig. 6. The obtained feature matches between frames17 and 21 of Bus
sequence before (blue, top) and after (red, bottom) applying the proposed
algorithm.

Fig. 7. SI generated by GMC.

the diagram, the algorithm consists of the following steps to
estimate the parameters of the two transformsTb andTf :

Step 1 - N feature matches are obtained between
the original WZ and the reference original (backward
and forward) frame. Typically, a large number of
matches are found. However, in the unlikely case
where no matches are found (e.g. in the case of
shot cut), the global motion estimation procedure is
stopped and only MCTI SI is used.
Step 2 - Commonly, the moving objects appear
in the center of the frame. In order to increase
the probability of the feature matches belonging to
the global motion compared to the local motion,
the proposed algorithm takes the feature points that
belong to the top and bottom quarters of the frame (n

feature matches are taken,n < N ). This step allows
a quick and accurate convergence of the algorithm.
Step 3 - The parameters of the modelTb, respec-
tively Tf , are estimated by minimizing the Euclidean
distance taking then feature matches,i.e., between
the feature points in the WZF and the corresponding
feature points in the backward or forward reference
frame.
Step 4 - The error of each matchEi (n matches) is
computed according to Equation (2). If the maximum
error Emax (Emax = max(Ei)) is greater than a
thresholdTe, go toStep 5. Otherwise, go toStep 7.
Steps 5 and 6 - The feature matches which give
the largest errors (the top T% of the distributionEi)
are discarded, and the rest of the feature matches are
taken for the next iteration (i = i+ 1).
Step 7 - The feature matches of the entire frame (N
feature matches) are fed into the estimated model to
identify the valid feature matches. The feature match
that gives an error greater thanTe is considered to
be as false match (belongs to the local motion) and
discarded.
Step 8 - Finally, the algorithm computes once again
the parameters of the modelTb, respectivelyTf , by
taking into account only the valid feature matches
(belonging to the global motion) of the entire frame.
In this algorithm, at mostNmax iterations are carried
out. In most cases, the algorithm converges rapidly
before theNmax iterations. We have empirically
chosenNmax = 5 andTe = 1 in our simulations.

Figure 6 shows the feature matches between the frames
no. 17 and 21 of Bus sequence. The top frames represent
the feature matches (blue) obtained by applying the method
in [9]. The bottom frames represent the feature matches (red)
obtained by carrying out our algorithm. It is clear that the pro-
posed technique discards all the feature matches corresponding
to local motion.

The parameters of these transforms are computed at the
encoder. Finally, these estimated parameters (4 in case of a
translational model,12 in case of an affine model or16 for
the perspective model) are sent to the decoder for each WZF.

At the decoder side, the parameters ofTb and Tf are
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per parameter for Stefan sequence, for a GOP size of2.

respectively applied to the backward and forward decoded
reference frames in order to estimate the GMC SI. Similarly
to MCTI SI, the GMC SI is obtained by averaging both
backward and forward predictions. Figure 7 shows an example
of computation of a GMC SI; the left image represents the
backward GMC SI, whereTb is applied to the backward
reference frame, and the central image represents the forward
GMC SI, whereTf is applied to the forward reference frame.
Finally, the average between the pixels of the backward and
the forward GMC SI frames is computed to generate the GMC

SI, and it is shown on the right. However, when the pixels
are black (on the border of the image due to the shift) in the
backward GMC SI frame, only the pixels of the forward GMC
SI frame are taken for the GMC SI, and vice versa.

The experimental determination of the quality of GMC
SI, estimated for various global motion models, is shown in
Figure 8 for Stefan, Bus, and Foreman sequences (QCIF, at
15 Hz) for all frames. As it can be seen from the obtained
results, the translation model allows a small gain in the
Foreman sequence, but it generally fails when the global
motion becomes more complicated. On the other hand, the
perspective model is less robust in the case of noisy matches.
Therefore, the affine model will be adopted for the rest of this
paper.

For the affine parameters, in this paper, we encode each
parameter on15 bits as follows: First,a2 anda5 represent the
scale parameters,a3 and a4 represent the shear parameters
and the parametersa0 anda1 represent the translation vector
between the two frames. In a video sequence, the amount
of scaling and shearing between successive frames remains
typically small, whereas the translation vector may be large.
Figure 9 represents the average PSNR of the GMC SI frames
in terms of number of bits per parameter for Stefan sequence,
for a GOP size of2. The quality of the GMC SI becomes
stationary after12 bits per parameter.

Specifically, the parametersa2 and a5 can be written as
1+s×f , wheres is the sign andf is a positive floating number
(f < 1). We encodes andf on 1 bit and14 bits respectively.
The parametersa3 anda4 can be written ass× f , wheres is
the sign of the number andf is a positive floating number (f <
1). We encodes andf on 1 bit and14 bits respectively. For
the translation parametersa0 anda1, the maximum translation
between two frames is considered to be±128 pixels. Thus,
these parameters can be written ass × (n + f), wheres, n,
and f represent the sign of the number, an integer number
(n < 128) and a positive floating number (f < 1) respectively.
Then,s is encoded on1 bit, n and f are encoded on7 bits
respectively.

For the case of a video at QCIF resolution and15 Hz with
a GOP size of2, the supplementary data burden will be only
180 bits (15 bits/parameter) per WZF (1.35 kbps). Thus, the
resulting bitrate overhead to transmit the global parameters is
negligible.

B. Fusion of MCTI and GMC SI

The current section deals with the fusion between MCTI SI
and GMC SI, both generated at the decoder, as described in
the previous sections. The block size adopted for the fusion
step is4 × 4 pixels. Figure 10 shows the combination of the
global and local motion estimations. For a given blockB in
the current SI (Figure 10), the following steps are carried out:

Step 1 - The SAD is computed between the
corresponding blocksBlb andBlf in the backward
and forward reference frames, these blocks being
determined by the MCTI technique.

SADMCTI = |Blb −Blf | (3)
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Fig. 10. Fusion of global and local motion estimations.

Step 2 - The global transformsTb andTf are ap-
plied to the backward and forward reference frames
respectively. The corresponding blocks to the current
block B are now directlyBgb andBgf in the same
position of the current block. Then, the SAD between
Bgb andBgf is computed.

SADGMC = |Bgb −Bgf | (4)

Step 3 - Finally, in order to combine the global
and local motion estimations, the corresponding
blocks which give the smallest SAD (SADMCTI

or SADGMC) are taken for the FFSI (from MCTI
SI or GMC SI). At the border of the image, if the
pixels of the blockBgb or Bgf are black due to
the shift resulting from the application of the global
transforms, the average between MCTI SI and GMC
SI is computed to generate the fusion of these blocks
(in this case, the pixels in the GMC SI is only
estimated fromBgb if the block Bgf is black and
vice versa).

The error distribution between the corresponding DCT
bands of FFSI and WZFs is necessary for the Slepian-Wolf
decoder, in order to correct the errors in the DCT FFSI
coefficients. However, the original WZFs are not available at
the receiver. Furthermore, an offline process for determining
this distribution is not realistic, since it requires either the
encoder to recreate the SI or to have the original data available
at the decoder. In [28], the correlation noise is estimated
online at the decoder, using the residual frame between the
backward and forward motion compensated reference frames
as a confidence measure for the frame interpolation operation.
In this paper, this approach is adopted for the MCTI SI. For
GMC SI, the difference between the transformed decoded
reference frames (by applying the transformsTb and Tf )
is computed to create the residual frame for the correlation
noise. Finally, the correlation noise for FFSI is estimatedby
combining the two residual frames in the same manner as
in Figure 10. In other words, the two residual frames are
combined according to the fusion scheme of MCTI SI and
GMC SI.

MCTI
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Fig. 11. Improving fusion by using the decoded DC coefficients.

In the following, two different approaches are introduced
to improve the fusion of GMC SI and MCTI SI during the
decoding process. The first one consists in improving the
fusion using the decoded DC coefficients. The second one
consists in refining the MCTI SI during the decoding of the
DCT bands, and, at the same time, successively improving the
fusion between the two SI frames using the PDWZF.

C. Improving the fusion by using decoded DC coefficients

Once the decoded DC coefficients are obtained after de-
coding the first DCT band, the proposed approach which
consists in combining the global and local motion estimations
is improved using these decoded DC coefficients (this method
will be referred to as DCcoefs). Then, the improved SI is
used to decode the remaining DCT coefficients,i.e., the AC
coefficients. This improved technique is motivated by the
fact that the enhancement of the SI significantly reduces the
amount of requested parity bits through the feedback channel,
as well as the decoder processing time.

Recall that the WZF is transformed using a4 × 4 block-
based integer DCT. The DC coefficients are quantized using
a quantization step Qstep. In order to improve the fusion, for
each block in the current WZF, the decoded DC coefficient is
compared to the DC coefficient of the FFSI (Fusion of MCTI
SI and GMC SI).

For the current block in the FFSI, let DDDC be the decoded
quantization DC coefficient. We refer to the quantization
interval which corresponds to DDDC by the term ‘correct
interval’, as shown in Figure 11. Let ‘Middle’ be the center
of the correct interval and FFSIDC the DC coefficient of the
FFSI transformed using a4×4 block-based integer DCT. The
FFSI enhancement technique is described by several steps as
follows:

Step 1 - If FFSIDC is within the correct interval of
the decoded DC coefficient, the fusion for this block
can be considered to be accurate, and this block is
not changed. Otherwise, go toStep 2.
Step 2 - The distance between the DC coefficient of
MCTI SI and the Middle is computed (this distance
is referred to asDMCTI ), as well as the distance
between the DC coefficient of GMC SI and the
Middle (referred to asDGMC ).
Step 3 - The smallest distance betweenDMCTI and
DGMC is chosen to determine the best candidate for
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the new SI, except if the difference between these
distances is smaller than the half of Qstep. In this
case, the average of the two blocks (from MCTI SI
and GMC SI) is computed for the new SI.

In summary, this method is described as follows:







































































if DDDC < FFSIDC < DDDC +Qstep
• The fusion for this block is considered to be reliable

otherwise
if |DMCTI − DGMC | < Qstep/2

• The fusion for this block is considered to be
the average of the two blocks
(MCTI SI and GMC SI)

otherwise
• The fusion for this block is considered to be
the block which is closer to Middle
(MCTI SI or GMC SI)

D. Refining MCTI SI and fusion by using the PDWZF

The motion vectors estimated by the MCTI technique for
certain blocks can be erroneous, especially in sequences con-
taining high motion. For this reason, we aim at re-estimating
suspect vectors by integrating the algorithm that we formerly
proposed in [10], due to its high performance. This algorithm
is applied after the decoding of each DCT band. Furthermore,
the fusion between the global and local motion estimations
is carried out after each improvement of the local motion
estimation using the PDWZF (this method will be referred
to as RefMCTI).

This algorithm consists in re-estimating the vectors sus-
pected of being false. In order to identify these vectors, a
thresholdT1 is used. For a given block (8 × 8 pixels), the
Mean of Absolute Differences (MAD) between the PDWZF
and the MCTI SI is calculated and compared toT1 as follows:

MAD(MCTI SI,PDWZF(MV)) < T1, (5)

whereMV = (MVx,MVy) is the candidate motion vector.
Even though the block size is8× 8 pixels, an extended block
of 12× 12 pixels is considered when the MAD is computed.

If Eq. (5) is not satisfied, the motion vector is identified
as a suspicious vector and will be re-estimated. Otherwise
(Eq. (5) is satisfied), the motion vectorMV for this block
is only refined twice within a small search area; the first
time, after the decoding of the first DCT band and the
second time after the decoding of all DCT bands. This step
consists in relaxing the symmetric bidirectional motion vectors
constrained in MCTI and allows a small refinement of those
estimated motion vectors. In the simulations of this paper,we
have setT1 = 6 after preliminary tests, in such a way to
achieve high performance with a low computational load.

The refinement of MCTI SI is applied during the decoding
process by using this algorithm after decoding each DCT
band. It starts by a first decoding of the FFSI frame (i.e. the
SI obtained after the first fusion of MCTI SI and GMC SI)
using the parity bits of the first DCT band. The reconstructed
PDWZF is then used for refinement, together with the back-
ward and forward reference frames. After each refinement
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Fig. 12. PSNR of MCTI SI, GMC SI, and the fusion of MCTI SI and GMC
SI (FFSI) for Stefan and Bus sequences for a GOP size of2 and4.

step, the fusion of MCTI SI and GMC SI is applied using
the PDWZF: For each block in the actual SI (4 × 4 pixels),
the SAD between the PDWZF and MCTI SI (or GMC SI) is
computed using a window of8× 8 pixels as follows:

SAD(αSI,PDWZF) =
∑3

i=−4

∑3

j=−4

|αSI(i + x0, j + y0)− PDWZF(i + x0, j + y0)|
(6)

whereαSI is the MCTI SI or GMC SI, and(x0, y0) is the
coordinate of the center pixel of the current block. The fusion
consists in choosing the most similar block in MCTI SI or
GMC SI to the current block in PDWZF. In other words, the
block which gives the smallest SAD is chosen for the next SI.
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Fig. 13. MCTI SI (top-right) - GMC SI (bottom-left) - Fusion of MCTI SI
and GMC SI (bottom-right) - Frame number4 of Stefan sequence.

Fig. 14. MCTI SI (top-right) - GMC SI (bottom-left) - Fusion of MCTI SI
and GMC SI (bottom-right) - Frame number31 of Bus sequence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed meth-
ods, we performed extensive simulations, adopting the same
test conditions as described in DISCOVER [6], [7],i.e. test
video sequences are at QCIF spatial resolution and sampled at
15 frames/sec. The obtained results are compared to the DIS-
COVER codec, the reference results [10], the H.264/AVC Intra
(Main profile), H.264/AVC No motion (i.e. all motion vectors
are zero), and H.264/AVC with Inter prediction and motion
estimation in Main profile exploiting temporal redundancy in
a IB...IB... structure.

A. SI performance assessment

Figure 12 shows the SI PSNR for Stefan and Bus sequences,
for a GOP size of2 and 4. For Stefan sequence, the quality
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Fig. 15. Percentage of blocks in FFSI from MCTI, GMC, and the average
of MCTI and GMC for Stefan, Foreman, and Bus sequences.

of the GMC SI is better than the MCTI SI in most cases.
However, for Bus sequence, the MCTI SI is better than the
GMC SI most of the time. It is clear that the fusion of global
and local motion estimations (FFSI before any refinement)
achieves the best quality SI almost for all frames in the two
sequences.

Figure 13 shows the visual quality of the SI for Stefan
(frame number4). The SI obtained by DISCOVER codec
(MCTI) contains block artifacts (top-right -20.94 dB). On
the contrary, the SI obtained by the GMC technique is free
from these artifacts (bottom-left -22.51 dB). The improve-
ment of the SI obtained with our proposed method (bottom-
right - 25.88 dB) by combining the global and local motion
estimations is up to4 dB better compared to MCTI. Figure 14
shows the visual quality of the SI for Bus (frame number34).
In this case, the SI obtained by MCTI technique is better than
the SI obtained by the GMC technique. However, the fusion
of global and local motion estimations can achieve a gain up
to 4 dB compared to MCTI for this frame.

Figure 15 shows the percentage of blocks that are taken
from the MCTI SI, the GMC SI, and both the MCTI SI and
GMC SI (average) during the fusion of global and local motion
estimations (FFSI before any refinement) for Stefan, Foreman,
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Fig. 16. Frame number2 of Stefan sequence and the different regions of
FFSI. The white region represents the blocks which are takenfrom MCTI SI,
the black region represents the blocks taken from GMC SI, andthe gray region
represents the blocks taken from both the MCTI SI and GMC SI (average).

and Bus sequences. The average between the MCTI SI and
GMC SI is only applied when the block in the GMC SI is taken
from one side (from the backward or forward reference frame),
e.g. when this block is black in the backward (or forward)
GMC SI due to camera motion. The percentage of MCTI SI
and GMC SI in the generated FFSI depends on the sequence.
It is clear that the percentage of the average between MCTI
SI and GMC SI increases with the amount of camera motion
in the sequence.

Figure 16 shows the original frame and the regions of the
SI which are taken from the MCTI SI (white) and GMC SI
(black), for the second frame of Stefan sequence. The gray
color represents the blocks where the average between the
MCTI SI and GMC SI is computed. It is clear that most of the
background blocks are taken from GMC SI (global motion),
and that object blocks are taken from the MCTI SI (local
motion).

B. Rate-Distortion performance

In this section, we show the RD performance for two cases.
The first case corresponds to the combination of the global
and local motion estimations only once before running the
decoding process. The second one consists in improving the
fusion during the decoding process using either the decoded
DC coefficients or the PDWZF.

1) RD performance for the first fusion of global and local
motion estimation: The RD performance of the proposed
method is shown for the Stefan, Bus, Foreman, and Coastguard
sequences in Table I, in comparison to the DISCOVER codec,
using the Bjontegaard metric [29] for different GOP sizes
(2, 4 and 8). The first column represents the performance
of the GMC scheme,i.e., the SI is only generated using the
global motion estimation, and the second column represents
the performance of the proposed method. The last column
represents the performance of the Oracle fusion which consists
in combining the global and local motion estimations based
on the original WZF. The Oracle performance is shown as
an upper bound limit in order to assess the efficiency of the
proposed fusion method.

For Stefan sequence (the corresponding curves are shown
in Figure 17 for GOP sizes equal to2 and 8), the proposed
method (fusion of global and local motion) can respectively

TABLE I
RATE-DISTORTION PERFORMANCE GAIN FORStefan, Bus, Foreman, AND

CoastguardSEQUENCES TOWARDSDISCOVERCODEC, USING
BJONTEGAARD METRIC

Stefan Bus
GMC Fusion Oracle GMC Fusion Oracle

GOP size = 2
∆R (%) -21.52 -22.58 -28.37 4.19 -14.72 -21.02
∆PSNR [dB] 1.47 1.53 2.01 -0.2 0.9 1.3

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -40.34 -40.54 -49.60 -4.96 -28.69 -38.82
∆PSNR [dB] 2.9 2.87 3.82 0.27 1.78 2.61

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -48.50 -48.51 -58.79 -13.65 -37.15 -48.81
∆PSNR [dB] 3.66 3.61 4.87 0.74 2.38 3.47

Foreman Coastguard
GOP size = 2

∆R (%) 0.11 -6.91 -17.85 18.95 -0.8 -11.09
∆PSNR [dB] -0.01 0.4 1.13 -0.89 0.05 0.58

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -11.07 -13.97 -35.56 20.67 -9.87 -29.16
∆PSNR [dB] 0.62 0.79 2.33 -0.86 0.41 1.33

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -22.18 -20.15 -46.52 6.88 -22.44 -45.06
∆PSNR [dB] 1.24 1.13 3.17 -0.35 0.92 2.19
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(a) RD performance for Stefan sequence with GOP =2, and8.
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(b) RD performance for Bus sequence with GOP =2, and8.

Fig. 17. RD performance comparison - DISCOVER (MCTI), GMC, Proposed
(fusion MCTI - GMC), and Oracle for Stefan and Bus sequences.

achieve a gain up to1.53, 2.87, and3.61 dB with a rate reduc-
tion of 22.58, 40.54, and48.51 %, compared to DISCOVER
codec, for GOP sizes of2, 4, and8.

For Bus sequence (the curves are shown in Figure 17),
the fusion of MCTI and GMC allows respectively a gain up
to 0.9, 1.78, and2.38 dB with a reduction in the rate up to
14.72, 28.69, and 37.15 %, compared to DISCOVER codec
for GOP sizes of2, 4, and8.

For Foreman and Coastguard sequences (the corresponding
curves are shown in Figure 18), the fusion of MCTI and GMC
always allows a gain with respect to the DISCOVER codec
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Fig. 18. RD performance comparison - DISCOVER (MCTI), GMC, Proposed
(fusion MCTI - GMC), and Oracle for Foreman and Coastguard sequences.

(see Table I). For these sequences, the difference between the
proposed fusion and the Oracle fusion is high. Overall, it is
clear that the performance of the proposed method is better
than both the GMC and MCTI techniques applied separately.

For Soccer sequence, the fusion of MCTI SI and GMC SI
(FFSI) does not allow a gain compared to MCTI SI, due to
the fact that global motion estimation does not improve the
prediction quality.

In the next section, we will show that the SI and the
proposed fusion can be improved during the decoding process,
in such a way to further enhance the performance of the
proposed method.

2) RD performance for the proposed techniques for fusion
improvement: In this work, the fusion is improved using the
DC coefficients of the PDWZF (DCcoefs) on the one hand.
On the other hand, the MCTI SI is refined after decoding
each DCT band using the PDWZF and the decoded reference
frames [10]. Moreover, the fusion between the MCTI SI and
the GMC SI is done after each improvement of the MCTI SI
(RefMCTI). The RD performance of the proposed methods
is shown in Table II for Stefan, Bus, Foreman, Coastguard
sequences, with GOP sizes of2, 4, and8.

The first proposed method (DCcoefs) can achieve a gain up
to 2.26 dB, with a rate reduction up to39.92 % for Foreman
sequence, for a GOP size of8. On the other side, the first
fusion achieves a gain up to1.13 dB with a rate reduction up
to 20.15 %. Thus, the DCcoefs method can improve the fusion
by using the DC coefficients of the PDWZF, especially when
the gap between the first fusion and the Oracle fusion is high
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(a) RD performance for Stefan sequence for all GOP sizes.
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(b) RD performance for Bus sequence for all GOP sizes.
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(c) RD performance for Foreman sequence for all GOP sizes.
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Fig. 19. RD performance comparison - Proposed (RefMCTI), H.264/AVC
Intra, and H.264/AVC No motion for Stefan, Bus, Foreman and Coastguard
sequences.

(refer to the results of Foreman and Coastguard sequences in
Table I). Moreover, the DCcoefs method is very light in terms
of computational load.

The second proposed method (RefMCTI) can achieve a
significant gain compared to DISCOVER codec and [10], for
all sequences, with different GOP sizes. The gain reaches
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TABLE II
RATE-DISTORTION PERFORMANCE GAIN FORStefan, Bus, Foreman, AND CoastguardSEQUENCES TOWARDSDISCOVERCODEC, USING BJONTEGAARD

METRIC

Stefan
Ref. [10] Fusion DCcoefs RefMCTI H.264 Intra H.264 No

motion
H.264 Inter

GOP size = 2
∆R (%) -15.4 -22.58 -23.52 -27.03 -10.44 -16.20 -41.82
∆PSNR [dB] 1 1.53 1.61 1.92 0.57 1.03 3.28

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -30.4 -40.54 -42.61 -48.06 -32.62 -33.70 -62.03
∆PSNR [dB] 1.98 2.87 3.08 3.67 2.15 2.38 5.24

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -37.96 -48.51 -51.23 -57.26 -45.36 -43.95 -66.39
∆PSNR [dB] 2.54 3.61 3.93 4.65 3.22 3.34 5.63

Bus
GOP size = 2

∆R (%) -7.26 -14.72 -15.49 -17.93 -6.19 -8.44 -37.94
∆PSNR [dB] 0.41 0.9 0.96 1.11 0.18 0.52 2.48

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -20.3 -28.69 -31.11 -34.72 -24.95 -23.1 -57.98
∆PSNR [dB] 1.13 1.78 1.97 2.3 1.18 1.55 4.12

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -29.25 -37.15 -39.81 -46.75 -42.04 -38.1 -60.48
∆PSNR [dB] 1.66 2.38 2.63 3.25 2.33 2.64 4.19

Foreman
GOP size = 2

∆R (%) -18 -6.91 -12.55 -21.47 -1.12 -22.43 -36.99
∆PSNR [dB] 1.08 0.4 0.75 1.37 -0.12 1.32 2.24

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -35.96 -13.97 -27.23 -41.48 -22.31 -37.88 -61.72
∆PSNR [dB] 2.21 0.79 1.63 2.79 1.15 2.37 4.29

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -47.6 -20.15 -39.92 -53.20 -38.35 -47.25 -72.09
∆PSNR [dB] 3.04 1.13 2.26 3.76 2.28 3.1 5.5

Coastguard
GOP size = 2

∆R (%) -2.21 -0.8 -4.33 -6.14 30.1 9.77 -17.09
∆PSNR [dB] 0.11 0.05 0.22 0.32 -1.4 -0.49 0.89

GOP size = 4
∆R (%) -13.56 -9.87 -16.46 -20.85 31.67 9.71 -39.49
∆PSNR [dB] 0.4 0.41 0.7 0.94 -0.86 -0.54 1.88

GOP size = 8
∆R (%) -32.5 -22.44 -30.86 -37.59 -11.51 -9.21 -57.23
∆PSNR [dB] 1.07 0.92 1.33 1.74 0.45 0.19 3

4.65 dB with a rate reduction of57.26 %, when the method
in [10] achieves a gain up to2.54 dB with a rate reduction
of 37.96 % for Stefan sequence, for a GOP size8. For
Foreman sequence, the RefMCTI method can achieve a gain
up to 3.76 dB with a rate reduction up to53.2 %, when
the method in [10] achieves a gain up to3.04 dB with a
rate reduction of47.6 % for a GOP size8. It can be seen
that the RefMCTI method allows an important performance
improvement compared to the first fusion of global and local
motion estimation, especially for Foreman and Coastguard
sequences.

Figure 19 shows the performance of the proposed method
(RefMCTI) compared to that of H.264/AVC Intra and
H.264/AVC No motion, for Stefan, Bus, Foreman, and Coast-
guard sequences. The performance of the proposed method is
always better than both H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC No
motion for all sequences and for all GOP sizes.

Figure 20 shows the performance of the proposed method
(RefMCTI) in comparison to that of H.264/AVC Inter predic-
tion with motion, for Stefan, Bus, Foreman, and Coastguard
sequences. The gap between the performance of H.264/AVC
Inter prediction with motion and the proposed method is
reduced to a large extent, compared to previous techniques.

The performance of our proposed method is significantly

better than the performance of [20]. However, it should be
noted that [20] uses a pixel-domain DVC. The proposed
method in [27] allows a gain up to1 dB in the higher bitrate
range, and up to0.5 dB in the lower bitrate range for Foreman
sequence, for a GOP size of2. In comparison, our proposed
method achieves an average gain of1.37 dB for this sequence.
In [25][26], the RD performance is not shown.

C. Complexity assessment

The complexity of the SIFT algorithm and the matching
process increases with the number of feature points and
therefore depends on the video content. However, given that
original frames are used for global motion estimation, the
complexity of the SIFT algorithm is independent of the RD
operating point.

For 60 to 120 feature points, typical for sequences such as
Foreman or Coastguard, the encoding complexity is increased
by 15 to 30 % compared to the DISCOVER codec. In [30],
it is shown that the encoding complexity of WZFs is about
1/6 the average encoding complexity of H.264/AVC Intra
or H.264/AVC No motion. Therefore, despite the complexity
increase due to SIFT, the encoding time for the proposed
scheme remains lower than the one for H.264/AVC Intra or
H.264/AVC No motion.
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(b) RD performance for Bus sequence for all GOP sizes.
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(c) RD performance for Foreman sequence for all GOP sizes.
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(d) RD performance for Coastguard sequence
for all GOP sizes.

Fig. 20. RD performance comparison - Proposed (RefMCTI) andH.264/AVC
Inter prediction with motion for Stefan, Bus, Foreman, and Coastguard
sequences.

With the proposed DVC scheme or DISCOVER, the encod-
ing complexity saving compared to conventional H.264/AVC
Intra or No motion coding increases with the GOP size, as
fewer KFs are used. However, DISCOVER tends to perform
very poorly at a large GOP size, making such operating points
less attractive. In contrast, the proposed scheme performs

almost equally well at GOP sizes of2, 4 and 8. Hence, our
system makes the use of large GOP sizes more appealing, since
it allows for an important reduction in the encoding complexity
compared to conventional coding techniques.

In order to further reduce encoding complexity, Speeded
Up Robust Features (SURF) [31] could be used instead of
SIFT to extract feature points. Indeed, it has been shown that
SURF achieves similar performances as SIFT with a greatly
reduced complexity. Therefore, SURF could be effectively
used at the encoder to extract feature points, allowing for a
marginal increase in complexity compared to DISCOVER.

Finally, it should be noted that the execution time of the
decoding process is significantly reduced due to the enhance-
ment of the SI, which results in fewer requests through the
feedback channel, despite additional processing for global
motion compensation.

V. CONCLUSION

A new technique for the fusion of global and local motion
estimations is proposed in this paper. This fusion is per-
formed at the decoder side. Moreover, two methods for further
improvement of the fusion during the decoding process are
presented in this paper.

Experimental results show that our proposed method can
achieve a gain in RD performance up to1.92 dB for a
GOP size of2 and4.65 dB for longer GOP sizes, compared
to DISCOVER codec, especially when the video sequence
contains high global motion. The improvement becomes even
more important as the GOP size increases.

With the proposed method, DVC now outperforms
H.264/AVC Intra or H.264/AVC No motion in all reported
test conditions. Moreover, the performance gap between the
proposed DVC scheme and H.264/AVC Inter prediction with
motion is significantly reduced.

Future work will be focusing on further improvement of
the fusion in order to achieve a better RD performance. We
will also investigate the use of SURF in the feature points
extraction to reduce encoding complexity.
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